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Historically, research ranking the major commercial air carriers in the U.S. has been based on subjective perceptions, satisfaction, and attitudes. Building upon 21 years of work with the Airline Quality Rating (AQR), the present study moves beyond basic descriptive information of air travelers to identify patterns and relationships in the way consumers view this technologically advanced environment. Development of such a model allows key players in the industry to improve their understanding of the prime drivers and perceptions of passenger behavior. Implementation of a subjective element, the Wong-Baker Faces Pain Scale, will allow frequent fliers the ability to codify their feelings and emotions towards airline flying experiences. A crucial connection will be made between subjective perceptions measured through survey responses, and the formula-driven Airline Quality Rating; a graphic reference of each airline’s perceived quality will be offered in the form of an emotional face.

The purpose of this work is to integrate quantitative ratings of airline quality with qualitative survey results to produce a graphic approach appropriate for public dissemination. No longer will the traveling public have to sift through hundreds of individual airline reviews, commentary about bad customer service experience or try to compare airlines’ scores in an already difficult to understand realm of side-by-side comparison.

**Literature Review**

Using the Airline Quality Rating (Bowen & Headley, 2012) as a baseline to construct a new model for airline consumer satisfaction is a solid foundation, but consumer opinion is not completely reflected in the numbers and statistics reported by Department of Transportation (DOT) data (Rhoades, Waguespack, & Treudt, 1998). Extending research that has been conducted in other service industries (namely banking, pest control, dry cleaning, and fast food), this new model will venture into the realm of U.S. domestic airlines. Exploring attitude-based conceptualizations as opposed to traditional surveys, which are weighted according to researchers’ interests or simply weighted equally, will produce a model that is more closely aligned with consumers’ expectations (Cronin & Taylor, 1992).

Over 20 years ago, scholars and researchers indicated that service quality and satisfaction are mutually exclusive in the eyes of the customer (Cronin & Taylor, 1992); this revised model resists traditional logic by asserting the “oneness” of the two concepts, especially from the perspective of airline travelers. Service quality, as defined by each individual passenger, can be equated to satisfaction; if the airline meets or exceeds quality standards set by the passenger (internally), the customer will feel satisfied, and possibly delighted.

In designing a completely new model for gauging airline customers’ perceptions of quality within the industry, Reeves and Bednar (1994) set the cornerstone by expressing their opinion, “quality is whatever the customers say it is” (p. 427). Expanding on this concept, they further assert that quality moves past a philosophical argument to a practical one with implications in every industry. Conforming to the laws of supply and demand, only the customer (who is a resident and user in the marketplace) can articulate the ultimate quality of a service as it meets their immediate or anticipated need (Reeves & Bednar, 1994).

Other scholars in the area of service quality recommended that a weighted model of customer satisfaction be created. For example, one study proposed a model that asked a pair of questions for each aspect of quality; the first hinged on the individual’s perception that a company should have or provide a specific product or service, followed immediately by a question asking if said company actually has the aforementioned product or service (Lewis & Mitchell, 1990). This weighted model touches on individual definitions of quality and service, and rates companies according to personal perception. The authors further assert, “if a graphic scale were to be used, it would give additional validity to the use of parametric statistics” (Lewis & Mitchell, 1990, p. 15). The new model
proposed here will combine elements first recommended above; having a ranking for relative importance followed closely by the actual service rating customizes each score to precisely fit the needs of each customer. Not only are numerical values obtained from the research, a graphic depiction of satisfaction is also offered in a scale of emotional faces.

Defining Quality

Scholars and researchers have had a difficult history in defining quality; many different definitions exist, all of which could be appropriate given various situations. Some commonly accepted definitions as cited in Reeves and Bednar (1994) include:

- value (Abbott, 1955; Feigenbaum, 1951)
- conformance to specifications (Gilmore, 1974; Levitt, 1972)
- conformance to requirements (Crosby, 1979)
- fitness for use (Juran, 1974, 1988)
- loss avoidance (Ross, 1989)
- meeting and/or exceeding customers’ expectations (Gronroos, 1983; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985)

Because the airline industry resides in the service sector as opposed to the manufacturing sector, quality cannot be measured in terms of bad parts per thousand, number of returned products, or even warranty claims. Instead, service firms, airlines included, should define quality through the eyes of their respective customers. Reviewing the list above, it only seems appropriate to assign “meeting and/or exceeding customers’ expectations” as the defining metric for airline quality.

Each individual passenger has a unique perspective on what quality means within an airline. For example, some travelers are more concerned with getting to their destination with the lowest fares and least amount of fees. Others expect extravagant meal service and include the flight in the overall travel experience. Still others simply want to be treated fairly and have a comfortable experience during their flight. This very personal definition of quality is unique to each traveler; finding an effective way to depict individual quality definition is key to constructing a valid model of airline quality.

Existing Rating Systems

There are numerous academic and business based models currently available to rate and rank the quality of airlines both domestically and abroad. Each model takes a different approach to measuring quality and uses a variety of metrics to capture the feelings of passengers, both quantitatively (such as rankings, performance numbers, etc.) and qualitatively (through survey results, review forums, etc.). Listed below are some of the most widely distributed and relied upon systems to gather and disseminate information about quality within the airline industry.

Airline Quality Rating (AQR)

First published in 1991, the Airline Quality Rating was conceived by Drs. Bowen and Headley at Wichita State University. The report has been published annually for the past 21 years and has drawn significant media attention. Using a weighted-average formula, the model draws on measures taken from the U.S. Department of Transportation Air Travel Consumer Report. The following metrics are used in the master formula: on-time performance (OT), denied boardings (DB), mishandled baggage (MB), and customer complaints (CC)—this category contains items such as flight problems, oversales, reservations, ticketing, boarding, fares, refunds, baggage, customer service, disability, advertising, discrimination, animals, and other complaints (Bowen & Headley, 2012).

A more recent component to the Airline Quality Rating is the addition of the Airline Passenger Survey (APS), which captures qualitative and quantitative data in the form of open-ended inquiries and Likert-style questions where passengers can relay their positive and negative experiences to researchers. While the AQR and APS seek to convey passengers’ feelings and attitudes toward airline travel, a graphically-based report to convey the data to consumer has yet to be produced (Bowen, Bowen, & Headley, 2012).
Zagat Airline Survey

Another long standing indicator of airline performance is the Zagat Airline Survey. Started in 1990, the survey collects data from more than 8,000 frequent fliers annually. The main indicators of performance in the Zagat survey include comfort, service, food, and website efficiency (ease of use, booking system, etc.). It should be noted that the following categories are also taken into consideration and rankings formed: value, timeliness, check-in, luggage policy, and in-flight entertainment. Each of the main indicators are rated along a 30-point scale, with airlines being rated in premium and economy areas. One of the most interesting deliverables for the Zagat Airline Survey includes the creation of an “array of tables” that outlines the demographics and preferences of the frequent fliers surveyed. In addition, quality ratings for U.S. airports are identified; while this may be outside the scope of determining airline quality, it should be noted that the airport environment has a measureable impact on passengers before they ever get to the passenger/airline interface (Zagat Survey, LLC, 2010).

SkyTrax Airline Review and Rating

A more informal system to measure airline quality exists at www.airlinequality.com (through SkyTrax). This system has two components; the first is constructed much like a message board or TripAdvisor© review interface. Users can enter a numerical rating from 0-10 to rate their experience, while also weighing-in individually on the following areas: value for money, seat comfort, staff service, and catering. A final field exists to indicate whether the passenger would recommend the airline to others (which can be ticked yes or no). Even though these reviews are not currently being used for any qualitative data analysis, they would serve as a wealth of information to improve quality for individual airlines, or even specific routes within an airline’s structure.

The second component to the SkyTrax website is an airline rating section, which rates all carriers on a scale of 1 through 5; each airline is then assigned a “star value” representative of their respective survey scores (Plaisted, 2012). Individual carriers can also become a “Quality Approved Airline”, which involves a rigorous audit that encompasses more than 750 unique areas of product and service quality. This standardized audit was developed more than 20 years ago and still stands as a global benchmark for quality in the airline industry (Plaisted, 2012).

Method

Data Source

In creating a new model, frequent fliers who provided their email address while completing the AQR were polled; these individuals were already familiar with the goals and style of the survey. This also creates continuity between the AQR, Airline Passenger Survey (APS), and the new model, as the opinions expressed by the subjects should be somewhat similar (since they have provided responses for the APS analysis).

The new aspect of the model focuses on adding a component to the existing AQR questionnaire. The questions use a style similar to the Customer Perceived Value (CPV) scale that is widely used to ascertain loyalty to specific companies, brands, or products (Evans & Lindsay, 2008). This model generates a quality score that will differ for each individual traveler, based on which attributes they find to be most important when traveling by air. After the individual ranked each item of importance, he or she rated the quality of each item on a 5-point scale. The advantage to using this type of system over a typical Likert Scale is the personalized nature of each individual review. Rolling these quantitative scores into graphic face indicators, travelers will have both quantitative ranking scores and a set of graphic indicators for comparison.

Data Examination

After the 11 day survey window elapsed, responses were compiled and analyzed. The first step is to build a discrete score for each respective airline. From there, researchers assigned each airline their own emotion face, adapted from the Wong-Baker Pain Scale (Wong-Baker Faces Foundation, 1983). A brief outline of the process follows, with attention to the calculations necessary in each area.

To get a final score, the relative importance (which will be a ranking, 1-5; 5 being the most important) was multiplied by the quality score (1-5; 5 being the highest quality) to produce a unique score for each individual
passenger. This score was divided by the total possible points (seventy-five) to yield a percentage. Finally, the percentage was converted to a raw score out of a possible five points. When the final score was calculated, the value was added to the respective airline’s collection of ratings; a mean score for each airline was calculated and an emotional face assigned.

Procedure

After initial data collection, raw data from Qualtrics was exported into Microsoft Excel, and then sorted into appropriate columns. A mean score for each airline was calculated, rounded to the nearest whole number, and then assigned an appropriate emotion face.

After the data was analyzed, there were two final products that could be used by researchers, scholars, and industry leaders. First, each airline has a score that corresponds to the average passenger ranking and rating scale previously introduced. Second, an emotional face (Adapted from the Wong-Baker Pain Scale) was attached to each airline signifying their “feel” from customers. In all, this graphically-based model will provide a “dashboard” of sorts for passengers to compare airlines.

Results

Survey results were collected for a total of 11 days; during this time, 334 responses were recorded (from about 7000 solicited email addresses). Of the respondents, 82% identified themselves as males, and 60% were reportedly between the ages of 42 and 65. When asked about their most recent airline experience, 21% of frequent fliers had flown with Delta Air Lines, 19% with United Airlines, 16% with Southwest Airlines, 13% with American Airlines, and 32% reported flying with other airlines. It is important to note that Mesa Airlines, Atlantic Southeast Airlines, and SkyWest Airlines did not have any respondents.

When asked to rank which items of the airline travel experience were most important, the answer chosen most frequently was fare prices/fees. On the other hand, a majority of respondents indicated that baggage handling (such as lost or damaged baggage, carry-on limitations, etc.) was the least important aspect of air travel. Rating quality of services yielded interesting results; customers found the highest quality in airlines’ customer service (including ticket counter employees, gate agents, flight and cabin crew, general hospitality, etc.). The lowest rated aspects were airplane comfort (including in-flight entertainment, food and beverage service, and seat comfort).

Thorough analysis of the data yields a list of airlines, ranked by score. Table 1 (below) depicts two important lineups. First, the table on the left indicates each airline that received at least one survey response, as well as its respective score. The rightmost column depicts how many respondents identified each particular airline as their most recent carrier. Since many carriers had very few responses, a certain amount of bias is introduced into the model. For this reason, a separate table is shown, filtering out the airlines that received only a few responses. Only those carriers who received at least 10 responses are shown in the rightmost table.

Table 1.
Airline scores (left), filtered to include n≥10 (right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airline</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Airlines</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Airlines</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JetBlue Airways</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Airlines</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Airlines</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Eagle</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Tran Airways</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Air Lines</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Airlines</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Airlines</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Airlines</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Airways</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesa Airlines</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airline</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Airlines</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Airlines</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Tran Airways</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Air Lines</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Airlines</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Airlines</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Airways</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Respondents who rated their customer service experience as a 5 usually identified with Southwest Airlines (22%). Interestingly, Southwest also captured 34% of those who rated fare prices and fees as a 5. Operating under a customer-centric, low-cost structure, the airline continues to attract frequent fliers who enjoy being treated well without the exorbitant ticket costs.

Discussion

Before the results of this study are thoroughly dissected, it is important to note the limitations of the project at hand. Since a convenience sample was used to collect data, it is much more likely for respondents (frequent fliers) to identify with larger carriers. Smaller, regional airlines generally have fewer frequent fliers than legacy carriers. Also, since participants chose respective airline, the distribution of responses was not evenly distributed. For example, 3 airlines did not have any responses, while another 6 carriers had less than 10 submissions. With so few responses, the data could easily be skewed by disgruntled or overly delighted passengers.

For the aforementioned reasons, analysis will focus on the list of carriers with 10 or more survey responses. Alaska Airlines, Southwest Airlines, and Air Tran Airways captured the top 3 positions with scores consistently at or above 3.80. These respective airlines also placed well in the Airline Quality Rating (AQR) and Airline Passenger Survey (APS). For example, Alaska Airlines has been in the top 5 positions in the Airline Quality Rating (AQR) for the past 2 years, and is often touted as a customer-friendly alternative to the more mature legacy carriers (Bowen & Headley, 2012). While Southwest rates lower in the AQR, it consistently captures the title of ‘preferred airline’ and most ‘passenger-friendly airline’ in the Airline Passenger Survey (APS) (Bowen, Bowen, & Headley, 2012). Finally, Air Tran maintains a lead in the AQR, not falling below 3rd place during the past 7 years. The findings of this survey are consistent with passengers’ perceptions of airline quality as captured by the AQR and APS (Bowen & Headley, 2012).

Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide additional comments about their experience; many travelers took this opportunity to express their extreme discontent for how they were treated, and often at the industry at large. Responses cover a wide range of topics including seat comfort, customer service “horror” stories, fare/fee complaints, as well as a variety of other comments. The overall tone of responses seems to point to an unfortunate lack of feedback mechanisms within the airlines. Some customers even assert that their concerns were not adequately addressed when the issue was brought to the attention of managers or customer service representatives.

The flagship output of this analysis is a graphic depiction of each airline’s score; over time, travelers can refer to a range of scales to see if a particular airline’s service quality has improved or declined. For this particular sample, each airline was assigned a score between 2 and 4 (no airlines qualified for a 1 or 5). Three select airlines and their respective facial representation appear below (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Graphic depiction of three select airlines](image)

Using a larger, more comprehensive sample of frequent fliers, a list of all domestic airlines could be constructed. General passengers would be able to use this list as a “quick reference” to determine how other passengers, particularly frequent fliers, felt about travel on each respective airline. Even though the overall ranking scheme is similar to others that are current being used across the industry, the introduction of a graphic component will aid travelers by offering them a simpler, less ‘number intensive’ scale to compare their travel options.

Finally, the use of this model across time could lead to numerous, more intense, studies of passenger satisfaction during different events such as airline mergers, economic recessions, and bankruptcy restructuring. Researchers could easily track perceptions before, during, and after these events to report how customers perceived...
the airline differently, and how customer service was affected. Extending the application to airline management, stakeholders within the company could use the information to predict how customers will respond to certain events, and plan accordingly. For example, during a merger, management could increase on-board amenities and ramp up attention to customer service to offset the confusion and uncertainty associated with the merger. Knowing how customer satisfaction levels will fluctuate with shocks to the airline industry is a powerful tool in the arsenal of decision-makers; proactive steps to reduce a sharp slide in passengers’ perceptions of the airline could help to counter falling revenues.

Conclusions

Using a variety of existing airline quality surveys combined with innovative components, this new model of measuring customers’ satisfaction with their respective airline experiences provides an output that has never before been explored in a similar model. The ranking and rating system allows researchers to pinpoint individual components of quality as perceived by the consumers themselves. A traditional table of rankings combined with graphic depiction of each airline’s quality will be presented to travelers so that they can quickly glance through the various domestic carriers and make travel plans accordingly.
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The impact of cognitive psychology in minimizing human errors

Abstract

Working towards zero accidents – Experience from education and supervision of pilots and air traffic controllers (ATC) from the Royal Danish Air Force gives us a model on how to apply the latest clinical psychology methods and research, and combine it with Human Factor models.

What is behind accidents? Errors, so can you talk about zero errors? Everyone knows that this is utopia; the question is rather how we can understand errors, minimize errors and minimize the effect of errors. The goal of this paper is to contribute to a theoretical and practical understanding of how to use the research results of clinical psychology methods, hence the elements that you can transfer to a teaching situation to provide tools to be able to handle errors. In light of research findings from the clinical cognitive behavioral psychology, it is pertinent to examine the transfer values for teaching pilots and ATC. The following methods, concepts and materials have been used:

- Cognitive model of the mind
- Acceptance
- Focusing mentally and Visualization
- Reformulation

The clinical research findings presented in the paper is based on a literature review. Results in relation to transfer values presented in this paper are based on written and oral evaluation from the pilots and ATC after teaching. Therefore, the scaling results cannot be understood as evidence-based, instead, it is seen as an indication of how strategies from clinical psychology can be used in education of pilots/ATC to influence the self-perception and hereby reduce the amount and the impact of errors for the participants. Therefore, the paper can be used as an inspiration to practical use and further research.

Introduction

Before I started working in the area of Aviation Psychology I used several different treatment methods working as a clinical psychologist. Therefore, I have been very interested in the evidence of treatment methods. The idea to look into a transformation of methods from the world of clinical psychology treatment to the world of Aviation Psychology, emerged when I was teaching a course in psychology to pilot trainees within the Danish Defense. During the course, it became clear that some of the students feared making mistakes during flights, and they wanted to discuss how they could prevent errors. My interest to see how strategies from clinical treatment methods could be converted into teaching situations with the focus of how to handle mistakes and errors grew from these discussions. Now, the teaching has developed to not only relate to pilot students but also to students within Air Traffic Controlling (ATC), pilots and ATC’s in various courses of continuing training (including in their CRM/TRM, instructor- and aviation safety training courses).

The reason I identified the relationship between clinical treatment and minimizing human errors was the basic element of psychology in both subjects. An essential part of clinical therapy is giving the client an understanding of the perception he has of himself as well as of the surrounding world, and furthermore making the client see how he can think or understand himself in different ways. The underlying idea of this education is to provide the client the strategies to take action, obtain a better capability to understand himself and his surroundings, and therefore also the possibility to change his reactions, e.g. in situations that may occur during a flight. It is especially this connection between treatment and education that makes it extremely interesting and relevant to develop and explore the effects of using methods from clinical therapy in Aviation Psychology.

Evidence-based treatment

There is a long tradition within therapy to study the evidence of the treatments. In 1999 Hubble, et al. published a meta-analysis based on the last 40 years of research and they summarized what worked in therapy. The results identified some general factors or basic elements which should be in place in the treatment to obtain a positive result, meaning the client would get better after therapy. Hubble et al. concluded that four general elements were present, (1) Extratherapeutic Factors (the client factor) which accounted for 40% (2) the Relationship Factor that accounted for 30%, (3) the Hope and Expectations Factor which accounted for 15% and (4) the Model and Technology Factor that accounted for 19%.
Extratherapeutic Factors include the client's personality, intellectual level, motivation, mental strengths and weaknesses, values, resources, potential, experience, etc. The second largest factor, the Relational Factor, is based on the client's perception of the therapist and includes understanding, acceptance, warmth, authenticity, etc. The Hope and Expectations Factor represent the client's expectations and the hopes of the possibility of development and improvement of the therapy. The last factor, the Model and Technology Factor (described below), includes the theoretical background a therapist is working with in therapy.

The focus is on the client's resources and how the person wants to experience the therapy. Does this mean that the therapist cannot affect the process? No. As described by Morawetz in "What works in therapy? What Australian Clients Say" the therapist has many opportunities to improve and strengthen client opinion through various strategies. This can be done in different ways, for example (1) by the therapist assessing the client's strengths and resources (2) asking the client to describe the problem and ask what solutions the client sees (3) by having the therapist focus on present and future solutions instead of past problems the client has had, or (4) by choosing a treatment appropriate for the client and (5) the therapist being is genuine and accepting during treatment. Therefore, all in all, one can say that the most important thing is for the therapist to meet the client where the client is.

When examining the Model and Technology Factor, what kind of results do we see? Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is one of the most studied and evaluated approaches within therapy. Butler et al. states in their article, that between 1986 and 1993 120 studies had been conducted and now 325 studies on the effect of CBT effect have been published. One possible explanation for the high number of studies stated by Butler et al. is, relates to the positive results of this method of therapy regarding depression (this form of therapy started out for people suffering a depression) and hence researchers wants to see if CBT can be transferred to other areas. Later research has shown that CBT therapy also is highly effective in treating general anxiety, panic, social phobia and PTSD, and positive tendencies have been identified in many other areas (p. 17-31).

The relationship between evidence-based treatment and education

What kind of parallels can be drawn when transferring evidence-based treatment into education for pilots and ATC? King describes in the chapter "Teaching" in the book "Aerospace Clinical Psychology" dimensions a teacher should considerate and should draw attention to when teaching pilots. The following are some examples from King's book regarding these elements: "Above all else: know your audience! Prepare so that you appear spontaneous, know what you’re talking about, use aviation metaphors, be funny" (p.47-52). The parallels to Morawetz strategies of how to improve the relationship between client and therapist are clear, thereby, what is important for a positive outcome in treatment is therefore also important in teaching.

Of course, there are differences between teaching and therapy, but I believe that in both areas we see some basic elements or general factors that whether you are a therapist or a teacher are relevant to getting your message through to your audience. Hence, one must pay attention to those general factors and what tools you posses as a teacher to get your students attention. Given we have the students’ attention and interest in place, we know that a large part of the teaching of pilots and ATC within Human Factors and CRM/TRM, is partly based on experiences, events, theories of human-machine interfaces, human-human interaction, basic theories within psychology and so on. Therefore, it is also important to look at how the understanding within psychology has developed during the last few years and hence also the forms of therapy, and how and what will be meaningful to transform to our target audience.

Free describes in his book "Cognitive Therapy in Groups" that he consider the CBT Group Therapy as a “psycho-education-group” or an “evening class on cookery” in which the focus is on teaching the clients new strategies for action (p. 40-41). How Free defines the CBT group, is of course also what you want in teaching, to provide students with knowledge and making them able to use this knowledge. The cognitive approach aims to give the client the tools to become their own "therapist", which is relates well to the aim of teaching. The connection between CBT and efforts to minimize human errors is that by becoming your own "therapist" or "teacher", you will acquire both a new understanding as well as the tools to be able to react differently to your perception of a particular situation and hence avoid, minimize or stop a sequence of errors.
Cognitive Therapy’s Theory

Cognitive therapy was developed by Aaron T. Beck. The basic understanding of the cognitive therapy is that the client in collaboration with the therapist explores the client's perception of herself and the outside world. Symptoms of the client's condition can be expressed through cognitive, emotional, physiological or behavioral responses. The symptoms reflects the perception the client has of herself, especially underlying assumptions expressed by the client that reflect automatically activated negative thoughts, often without the client being aware of this. The negative automatic thoughts, based in the client's underlying assumptions about herself, results in the individual's personal schedules, i.e. her own understanding of herself. The cognitive theory suggests that the individual has some early learning and experiences that have led to the development of some dysfunctional schemes of the self and the surrounding world, but there are often some critical events that trigger development a mental illness.

One cognitive model, by some named the Cognitive Diamond, looks at the individual's thoughts, emotions, body, behavior and the relationship between these elements. The thoughts a person can have in a given situation can lead to a feeling and/or a physical reaction which can result in more negative automatic thoughts and so on. In other words it becomes self-reinforcing. An example: During a debriefing, a student pilot is informed by his instructor, that he made an error during a flight. Depending on the student's self-perception and his past experiences, this situation can evolve in many different ways. If the student does not understand what he did incorrect, but does not dare to ask (passive behavior), maybe because the student thinks "I am also too stupid to understand" (thought) which results in uncertainty and anxiety (feeling). When a person experiences this, the body reacts with heart banking and sweating (body), which in turn leads to the idea that he will never become a pilot (thought). The learning attained by the student is about the student's personal schedules confirming that he is incompetent. The result is that the education regarding the error fails, and as a side effect, but an important one, the instructor believes that the student has understood the education and embraced it. When the student makes the error again the instructor becomes irritated (feeling) and thinks "this student cannot learn this, it is going too slow, he will never become a pilot" (thought). The instructor begins to look for errors regarding the student (perception) which in turn confirms the instructor's opinion, and ultimately it becomes self-validating for both the student and the instructor.

The cognitive model's understanding of thoughts includes the individual's values, rules of life, opinions, beliefs and motives. Regarding feelings, the model includes the six basic states of the human mood: happiness, sadness, anger, anxiety, astonishment and disgust. Regarding body, the model includes the energy level and the stress level, and regarding the last of the four dimensions, the behavior, the model includes skills (what you can do) and the habit (what you actually do). When dealing with the situation, the thoughts, the feelings, the body reactions, the behavior and the consequences of it all, you are looking into the past and present. To find solutions, we must also look at the need for change, i.e. look at the person's goals and resources to achieve the desired result. Hence, you look at the present and the future, which is also highlighted by Morawetz as an important element, which allows the therapist to influence the relationship. The background for this paragraph is taken from Judith Beck's book “Cognitive Therapy” and Irene Oestrich's book “Tankens kraft”.

Practical use of CBT in teaching how to minimize Human Errors

Within the CBT treatment, the structure is essential, both in the session but also throughout the therapy, e.g. the first therapy session will focus on a review of the client's problem, the client's desires, CBT's way of working and so on. This is exactly the same as when planning a teaching session and parallels are clear. For example, if we look at the structuring of CRM/TRM lessons or the construction of King's "Twelve-Step Lesson Plan" (p.48-52). Generally, the CBT has three essential pillars (1) education process, (2) self-monitoring, (3) exploring and testing. It is important to understand that this not a static process, but in the treatment you oscillate between all three pillars. In this process, there is also a constantly reconciliation, discussion and following up on the target. When you are teaching pilots and ATC, it is essential that you as a teacher at all times are aware of and constantly draw parallels to their reality, as King highlights (p.47-52), that means transferring a general understanding of how humans function into a situation relevant for pilots and/or ATC, and furthermore include the understanding of how, when registering that we are making an error, this will be expressed and what signals we receive from ourselves before or while making the error. A great advantage in teaching or in group therapy is the ability to use the group dynamic regarding the way of thinking and thereby create reflections inside every single individual.
One of the main pillars of the CBT structure is psycho-education. The personnel, who have had no previous education within this subject, will first receive a presentation of the cognitive thought, in this the Cognitive Diamond and how thoughts, feelings, body and behavior are linked together. The presentation will be followed by an exercise where the students are given approximately 30 different statements. The students are instructed to determine whether the statements are thoughts, feelings, body expressions or behavior (exploring and testing). Afterwards all statements are discussed one after one, increasing their understanding of the concept and theory. The next step a presentation of the relevance of how to understand themselves and the world surrounding them, the influence of negative thoughts, but also that a thought is just a thought. A thought might be right, it might be wrong, but you can test thoughts, and thoughts can change. Next step is an exercise (described in the next section), in which the students fill out diagrams describing how they react. This last part is the first step of providing the students tools to self-monitoring. During this process they are introduced to the chain analysis, which is a method to understand and modify unwanted incidents. This provides the students a concrete and practical method to monitor themselves and test their thoughts and eventually discover alternative strategies.

An important process to make students aware of when they need to obtain a new behavior is the educational process. This process consists of different steps and the students should be aware of what they must pay attention to in the steps. When talking to students, it seems that they are giving too much attention to the phase of flight/live traffic control (ATC) and almost forget what they need to work on between sessions. Figure two is shown to the students while teaching. The session step indicates the time of flying or being in a live traffic situation. When teaching, each phase is examined separately and psycho-educating is done on what to be aware of, followed by discussion and transfer of the knowledge into relevant situations, e.g. a discussion of how to maximize the gain of an instructor during a debriefing. In this phase, focus is on questioning techniques, in-depth questions that lead to greater understanding, but also on making the students aware of and focus on their own reaction in relation to the information that they receive from the instructor, again to increase the awareness of their own reactions. Next phase is reflection and analysis. In teaching, we show two different shooting boards (see figure 3), and ask which one they would wish they had done. Every time, almost everyone say the right one. Then the points attained from shooting are shown, the left receives 88 points and the right 61 points. The instructor informs that students have lost the game, and quickly the discussion sets off with the argument that the right shooting board is easier to correct, e.g. sight is not set correctly. In this phase, focus is on getting a discussion of whether there is a pattern versus a coincidence, how to find out when to be extra vigilant, identify alternative behavior patterns and thoughts. In other words, learn to reflect after a debriefing and how to analyze what needs to be developed before the next session. Based on the results of the analysis, next phase is to work on the desired behavior. It may be that the students need to understand more theory, practice in a simulator, have mental training, do visualization exercises and step by step training. The last phase before the new session is briefing, focusing on expectations and what they must focus on, what they discussed in the last debriefing, etc.

As described, a large part of the cognitive understanding is related to how you think and if the result of the way the person thinks is destructive, it is important to find alternative ways to think about it, that is, too reformulate your thoughts. An example, when ATC identify a conflict on the radar screen (the stress level is high), accidentally they will tell the pilot to climb to a new level, even though this creates a new conflict. What’s interesting, is that the ATC usually already has observed the conflict and is aware of it, and yet he still tells the pilot to climb to the new level and create a new conflict. From a neurological theory called the Serial Position Effect, we know that people often remember the first and the last thing, in other words, it is what’s in between you forget (Gade, p 218). When asking ATC’s how they think in situations like this, many describe that they scan the radar screen, that they often prior to the incident have had a conflict, and when observing the new situation they think “I must not say, climb to flight level 300”. Due to the rapid change of situation, they end up doing the exact opposite and tell the flight “climb to flight level 300” creating a conflict. Instead, the focus should be on the desired outcome, thus to think of what to do, e.g. telling the flight to climb to flight level 280. Attention should be on what to do and not on what to avoid. When you are working to change a behavior, it is important to make students aware of when and how to train the new behavior.

As I described in the introduction it happens that students freeze when they make a mistake (often a perfectionist personality) and the error comes to rummage in such a degree that they do not react or act on
the error affecting the rest of the flight. A classic statement is that "an error leads to another error", so the importance of breaking the pattern is extremely high. It may also be that the student keeps thinking about not making mistakes, leading to actually making mistakes. In this situation you can work both long-term on the student's personality and/or focusing on the situation here and now. This may require supervision of the instructors on how to manage the student and sometimes coaching of the student herself. In teaching, we usually discuss what our experience tells us, that everyone makes mistakes and that it is normal to be annoyed when you make a mistake (normalization), but also to learn from their mistakes and that's it is on the flying school they can make mistakes while they have an instructor at their side. In the discussion all agree that it is unsuitable to have an over-reliance on errors during the flight. This is exemplified by an exercise among the students – the instruction is: “You may not think about what I say - a pink elephant”. What happens – well, you think about a pink elephant. This is where the theory and understanding of the term acceptance enters. Simplified, the idea is, the faster you accept it, the faster you find a solution and therefore the faster you can move forward.

**Example of an Exercise**

One of the exercises used in teaching is to give students an understanding of how thought, emotion, body and behavior works. The exercise is used relatively early in the process to give them a practical understanding of the model. Additional reason for this exercise is to give students the awareness that they might react differently to the same situation occurring several times, even though it is in fact the same situation, additionally how the reaction is different.

The first step is to gather the group in a circle, the students receives a balloon – often laughter and curiosity about what will happen arises already, being a positive sign, that you have their attention. This is a clear parallel to both Huddle and King's descriptions of what is important in attaining a positive result. The instructions follow to inflate the balloon, tie it and hold it between your hands at stomach height and close your eyes. They cannot open their eyes or say anything, until the instructor lets them. The situation changed rapidly from laughter to silence and a certain amount of tension. The instructor chooses a balloon and blasts it with a needle. The first reaction of the students is often a pair of open eyes, a few laughs, a few tense facial expressions, and others states afterwards that they started listening more carefully when the instructor entered the circle. The students are now asked to take their seats again and are handed a scheme to write down their experiences regarding the situation, the thoughts they had regarding of the situation, their emotions and how strong these emotions were on a scale of one to ten, and how their body responded when the balloon bursted. When everyone is finished filling out the scheme the instructor ask how they experienced filling out the scheme, if there were anything they were uncertain of, etc. Afterwards, the students are again asked to gather in a circle and the exercise is repeated including the filling of evaluations schemes. The instructor observes the group and notes in his memory differences in group behavior between the first and the second sequence.

The next step is discussion; the instructor starts by asking if someone wants to tell what she wrote, both the first and the second time. The instructor goes through a couple of experiences, and focuses on the differences, how they were expressed, whether they tried to have a strategy in the second sequence, if it was easier to fill in the scheme second time, etc. The last step is to transform the exercise to "reality", in other words working on transferring the experiences to their reality and discussing what this exercise reflects, what can be transferred to the flight deck, how it can be understood in relation to errors, how can we use it, what their answers reflect, what they should work on and so on.

Generally you often see the reactions dividing into three groups, one group expressing that they knew what would happen the second time and therefore were not that uncertain, the second group expressing that they do not experience the big difference between the two sequences and the last group expressing that they became more nervous the second time, because now they knew what would happen and they were certain their balloon would be picked. The instructor relates every reaction to making errors and what it would mean in "real life" with these kinds of reaction patterns, and what to work with in every reaction pattern. Experience shows that it is the latter group that needs to work the hardest to manage and develop a more constructive way to pass the education but also to respond to the errors they make.

The experiences with this exercise are very positive. This exercise (exploring and testing) gives the students tools and a scheme to learning how to register their own reactions (self-monitoring). Furthermore, the
strength is related to providing an understanding of how a perception can be changed even though it is the same basic situation.

Evaluation of the implementation of cognitive therapy methods in teaching

Three different groups of personnel have been subject of the evaluation of the education of cognitive psychology; these groups are ATC students, students from the Royal Danish Air Force Flying School and employees within the Royal Danish Air Force (RDAF). All courses within cognitive psychology in the RDAF have been evaluated. Therefore, the results at hand will provide insight into the relevance of cognitive psychology in all relevant functions within the Air Force, both from a student point of view as well from current employees within the RDAF, from Pilots and Air Traffic Controllers to Technical Personnel and Mission Planner.

Timing of the cognitive psychology course has been planned according to the elements and flow of the overall education of the students and the employees. From this viewpoint a 3 day course was planned just prior to startup of On Job Training for the ATC students providing them instruments relevant when turning to the more "real" part of the education. At the Royal Danish Flying School the training within cognitive psychology was planned as a separate course and for the employees within the RDAF the course was implemented as part of continuing education. The training material focused on the same issues within cognitive psychology, but was of course targeted to the various groups making the education as targeted and relevant as possible.

Immediately after completion of the course, participants evaluated its utilization, keeping the evaluation up to date and making sure it would reflect the actual experience of the course. Furthermore, the evaluation process was separated from the education, securing unbiased results as the teacher had no part in the evaluation process. Evaluation was either conducted as an online survey or by using handout evaluation schemes.

Education within the field of cognitive psychology was initiated in 2009, however, it was not until 2010 an organized evaluation of education was put in place. This paper includes all evaluation since 2010.

All questionnaires used for the evaluation was divided into two parts. The first part of the questionnaire included scales providing quantitative measures of the assessment of the course. The scales covered academic content, relevance as well as skills of the educator. The second part provided an opportunity to deepen the evaluation with personal comments.

Results

The evaluation of the cognitive psychology course included dimensions related to the fundamental elements of the cognitive psychology and of course evaluation of the perceived professional gain from attending the course. The results are divided into the three different groups of personnel.

Looking across all results it is evident that the education pays off. All three groups of personnel assess the education very positively. Looking at the results among students, table 1 and 2, all ATC students find the course professionally relevant; Furthermore, 10 out of 11 students have a positive assessment of the professional gain from the course. Likewise, the ranks from the students of the Royal Danish Flying School all range from 'Good' to 'Excellent'. Especially, the evaluated Professional Relevance and Professional Gain are of particular interest when evaluating the eligibility of the course. Both dimensions rank high underlining the appraisal of the elements of cognitive psychology implemented during training.

In table 3 we have the employees within the RDAF, where the course was implemented as part of continuing education. Even here the assessment shows the strong relevance of cognitive psychology. In 2010 the Professional Relevance was evaluated extremely well with more than 3 out of 4 ranking it 'Very good' or
even ‘Excellent’. In 2012 the evaluation decreased a bit with half the participants ranking it ‘Very good’ or ‘Excellent’. However, we must keep in mind that is still a very strong assessment. Furthermore in 2012 the group of participants was much more diversified than the previous two years, making it more difficult to embrace all functions equally well.

Looking further into these results we see that the part of the course showing the most positive increase are the dimensions related to planning and organization. From the 2010 results it became clear that the participants needed more time devoted to cognitive psychology in order to get the full value of the principles. And since the relevance and gain from the course was very satisfying, the decision was made to increase the number of lessons. Today, the number of hours has doubled compared to 2010.

To sum up, the results clearly indicates the relevance of cognitive psychology within aviation. However, though all participants have evaluated the course, we need to keep in mind that the number of evaluations are still limited and should be assessed from a qualitative point of view.

**Table: Human Factors, Psychological Factors in Aviation - EMPLOYEES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment of following dimensions (share):</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>Share of 'Very good' &amp; 'Excellent'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Relevance</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Gain</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Presentation</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Academic Level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Materials</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in relation to Curriculum</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table: Human Factors, Psychological Factors in Aviation - EMPLOYEES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment of following dimensions (share):</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>Share of 'Very good' &amp; 'Excellent'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Relevance</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Gain</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Presentation</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Academic Level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Materials</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic level</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in relation to Curriculum</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

In this article, I have presented the views of both Hubble and King regarding factors that must be in place in therapy and education to achieve a positive result. In the evaluation schemes this can be expressed as the academic level of the teacher, his motivation and his presentation skills. All in all, 71% states that the academic level was ‘Very Good’/‘Excellent’. Similar results are seen regarding presentation skills (64%) and motivation (56%). No one evaluated the dimensions less than ‘Good’. Hence, one can conclude that teaching has met the expectations and generated interest.

It has not been possible to determine whether the education alone has lead to lesser errors or to detecting errors faster. This is due to terms of resources and the research aspects. A general problem is how to study evidence that the education actually has a positive outcome in relation to minimize errors. Instead we can turn to look at the evaluation of teaching and what people think about the relevance and gain from it. All in all, 71% states that the education is ‘Very Good’/’Excellent’ in relation to relevance, and the gain from attending the course is likewise by 61% stated to be ‘Very Good’/’Excellent’. Almost no one evaluated the dimensions less than ‘Good’ (except for one person in gain). Furthermore, verbatims from the students underline these results, providing clear signals that the cognitive theory is relevant to this audience. These are some of the verbatims from the students: “It was great getting "tools" from the psychologist that I can use in my work every day.”, “A lot of useful hints and tools”, “Wonderful with tools that you can bring home with you and use, and that we have the opportunity to test and train the methods while help is at hand”, “A lot of things have been examined, and if things are done like this, I’m sure, it would make everyday life a whole lot easier. I think that we all take a small part of it home, and are excited to see results.”
Perspective and Conclusion

Results from the evidence-based research identifies some general factors that should be in place for a positive outcome of treatment. The teaching should certainly include these general factors to ensure contact, motivation and the good relationship between the teacher and the students. Education is of course also about learning why it is not enough to just look at general factors, but it is important to look at the evidence-based research within the different treatment methods. The treatment that is mostly emphasized at the moment is the cognitive behavioral therapy. In the article, I have shown the underlying theory and the practical transfer to education for pilots and ATC area in relation to how they understand themselves, by learning the cognitive understanding through the education process, self-monitoring and exploring/testing. The idea is that by increasing understanding you can avoid/reduce/manage errors. As revealed in the result and discussion part, clear indications are given that the education is relevant and with a large gain. With that said, it is important to remember that the article and the evaluation results should be seen as an indication and inspiration to practical use and future follow-up studies and research.

In this article, the focus has been on the cognitive therapy's role in teaching. There are indications of acceptance and visualization techniques received positively by the students, but in the evaluation the focus has been on the overall education. It would be interesting to examine more specifically the concepts or elements of learning to look at the effect. A concept that I think should be explored further in relation to Error Management is the term ‘accepting’. In therapy we know that the concept is very important, because, the faster a person can accept an idea or a situation, the faster will he find the solution to the problem and move on. Hence, it would be the interesting if it can be transferred to a cockpit situation, in other words if focus will be aimed faster on solution? CBT has been transferred to many other therapeutic areas, and it can be concluded from these results, that it is also possible successfully transfer CBT to education of pilots and ATC.
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